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ABSTRACT

One needs a quantum-resistant algorithm, because all existing
public-key encryption can now be broken. There are two types of
quantum computing (QC) techniques: with complex numbers, and
without. The former include: Shor's algorithm, adiabatic QC, quantum
annealing principles, and others. Capital cost is about $10M. The
latter is the simultaneous, multifactor logic, with 'all states at once', to
have access to collective processing, as a technique of QC, proposed
by Planalto Research and us. The capital cost was less than $1,000.
We numerically proved, in computer science, that cryptography by
RSA can be quickly broken, using a 10^1000 decimal digits number.
The larger the prime number, the worse.

1. Introduction

We broke a RSA key with 101000 decimal digits using quantum
computing (QC) [2-5]. We numerically prove in [5] that this
exemplifies how RSA can be quickly broken, e.g., for a 2048
bit-length number.
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The larger the prime number, the worse [5]. This is in
contradiction with the well-known need for larger prime
numbers to prevent factorization.

Considering that in 2048 bits one can store a number with 617
decimal digits, we passed that in the example in [5].

This is a stunning result and reveals that RSA is easily broken
even for more than 2048 bits.

2. METHODS

This work did not use SDKs such as Qiskit, Bracket, and Cirq,
as well as platforms such as IBM, AWS, and Google, because
cryogenics is not needed, complex qubits do not exist, and
qubits are experimentally insufficient to represent a quantum
state.

Instead, we showed [1] that one needs at least tri-state to
represent collective effects, as also shown by Einstein when
quantum mechanics was starting in 1917, to not use imaginary
numbers as Erwin Schrödinger explained in 1926, and as
demonstrated classically by Intel with Verilog in 2020. These
are well-known results. QC is understood as simultaneous,
multifactor logic, with 'all states at once', accessing collective
processing.

The new disclosed results in QC used a commercial cell phone
running Android. This opens the market to personal use.

3. CONCLUSION

This work demonstrates quantum supremacy, using CS, by
calculating what is impossible to verify using classical methods
in a short time. This was done mainly, by allowing collective
processing.



We demonstrate knowledge of a closed formula to quickly
calculate prime numbers, exactly, offering numerical evidence
in CS of a new mathematics using Quantum Mechanics (QM).

QM becomes our most rigorous model of nature. We show that
mathematics needs to follow QM formulas. This is similar to
what is well-known to have been overcome by Ramanujan in
formulas for partitions.

To preserve encryption by RSA, still used today, and impact
less cybersecurity, we do not share any formula, but the
numerical results -- as an objective warning against the
well-known U.S. NIST recommendation for RSA and
cybersecurity, that RSA can still be used for years ahead. One
needs a quantum-resistant algorithm, because all existing public-key
encryption can be broken.
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